PRODUCT NAME: E-Z Wax® Paste Yellow

PART #: 15

PACKAGE: 13 ounce can

PRODUCT CATEGORY: Waxes, Polymers, & Sealants

COLOR: Lt. Yellow

SCENT: Solvent

ABRASIVENESS: 0 out of 10 (10 is highest amount of abrasive)

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: #15 E-Z Wax® Paste is a premium carnauba wax which produces a glossy, wet-looking surface. Also contains advanced polymers for extra long-lasting protection. The polymers bond to the paint like never before. They penetrate and protect your paint against environmental attack. Road grime, bugs, grease and dirt clean easily from this waxed coating. The wax also fills minor swirls and scratches to further beautify your vehicle. Easy to use and won’t leave a chalky powder residue. Now better than ever, this ozone safe, VOC compliant paste wax is your choice for extra-durable gloss and protection.

DIRECTIONS: Wash and dry the entire surface before applying wax. Using a soft clean terry applicator or foam pad applicator pad, apply a thin, even coating to the paint. Cover the surface, then allow the wax to haze. Remove wax residue using a clean soft terry or microfiber towel. Buff to a high shine. Avoid contact with any black moldings or bumpers. Do not apply in the direct sunlight.

SURFACE APPLICATIONS: For high gloss and added surface protection of clear coat, single stage, acrylic, lacquers, enamels, as well as powder-coated paints.

ADDITIONAL USES: Excellent on RVs, boats, motorcycles, bikes, ATV’s, and other painted surfaces.

HELPFUL TIPS: It is best to remove all surface contamination with the use of Clay Magic detailing clay prior to application to ensure the highest performance of #15. This will also ensure easier application and removal. Do not apply wax in thick layers. Rotate the towel as you remove the wax.

SAFETY & HANDLING: Safety Data Sheets can found online at automagic.com